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Important role during the Neogene tectonic evolution of the
Western Carpathians has played faulting. Brittle faults, mainly strike-slips allowed propagation of individual detached
blocks to the realm of future Carpathian region. While Alpine
units were stopped at the southern rim of the Bohemian massif, Carpatho/Pannonian microblocks have been decoupled
and pushed northernly and eastwardly. Except the large block
translations there are paleomagnetic and structural evidences
of important CCW ALCAPA block rotation and CW Tisza-Dacia block rotation (Balla, 1987, Kováč et al., 1989) between the
Early and the Middle Miocene. During A-subduction (sensu
Mitchel and Reading, 1978) of oceanic/quasioceanic (Penninic)
crust beneath propagating Carpatho/Pannonian units were outer
Carpathian sediments scrabbled into the structure of the accretionary wedge. A-subduction gradually evolved into the oblique
continent-continent (CC) collision during the Miocene (Jiříček,
1979). Dynamical evolution of the Western Carpathians resulted in genetical variability of the Neogene sedimentary basins.
There are basins formed due to lithospheric extension, flexure
and strike-slip related basins in the Western Carpathians (Vass
1998). The Tertiary evolution of the ALCAPA region can be divided to several tectonic events constrained by the age, character and orientation of stress field, related deformation style, sedimentation and paleogeographic position of lithotectonic units.

Oligocene/Eggenburgian – Early Karpatian
(23,4–17 Ma)
Due to CC collision of northwardly propagated Apulia with Bohemian massif process of the lateral extrusion combined with gravitational spreading of elastic Carpatho/Pannonian crustal units
(Ratschbacher et al., 1991) started. This tectonic escape was controlled by strike-slip faults operating as border faults of crustal
wedges moving to the east. The Early Miocene sedimentation of
the E-W wrench furrows (sensu Montenat et al., 1987) took place
within this zones in the regime of dextral transpression (Marko et
al., 1991). To the end of this period strike-slips corridors un-bloc
rotaded 15° CCW to ENE - WSW direction and dextral transpression within corridors converted to sinistral one.

Late Karpatian – Lower Badenian (17–15,5 Ma)
Carpatho/Pannonian units began to move to the north between the
Early and the Late Karpatian. While Alpine segment of orogene
has been already stopped due to collision with Bohemian massif, extruded Carpatho/Pannonian units were pushed to the open
space – to the bay of weak crust filled up by Carpathian paleogene
flysch sediments. During the Late Karpatian ALCAPA invaded to
the north, oceanic crust subduced underneath propagating continental Carpatho/Pannonian crustal blocks, was partially melted
and produced early volcanic activity of the Western Carpathians.
Separation of Carpatho/Pannonian segment from Alpine one and
its propagation to the north was realized by N-S dextral strikeslips. One of them is expected in the basement of the Vienna
basin (Krs and Roth, 1979, Balla, 1988). Distribution of the Vienna basin depocentres (Jiříček, 1988) shows dramatical change

of structural plan during the Late Karpatian. Structural records
point to change of compression direction from N-S to NNE-SSW
direction, which resulted in change of fault kinematics controlled
sedimentation. Former E-W trend of basins was overprinted by
NE-SW. NE-SW faults were activated as dominant normal and
sinistral strike-slip ones which controlled sedimentation in the
Vienna basin and simultaneously allowed northeastward escape
of detached blocks after their collision with platforma at the north.
During the Late Karpatian first core mountains with exhumed
crystalline basement emerged, what is recorded by FT ages (Král,
1977, Kováč et al., 1994) as well as by perifault debris sedimentation along uplifted Malé Karpaty Mts. (Vass et al., 1990).
ENE-WSW wrench corridor was active as sinitral transtensional
wrench zone. Former Early Miocene wrench furrows were broken up and separated remnants were rotated cca 30°– 40° CCW
(Kováč and Tunyi, 1995). These rotations were coeval with rotations described in Pelsö unit (Márton and Fodor, 1995).
During the Badenian due to the activity of major NE-SW
sinistral strike-slips pull-apart Vienna basin has opened (Royden et al.,1982, Royden, 1985). Badenian depocentres of sedimentation has N-S trend due to normal faults which accomodated large magnitudes of strike-slip translations. While transtensional fore-arc basins were formed at the northern edge of the internides, extensional thermal back-arc basins due to lithospheric
stretching and volcanism provoked by heat of rising Pannonian
astenolith were formed at the Pannonian area.

Middle – Upper Badenian (15,5–13,6 Ma)
For this period is typical NE-SW direction of compression and
movement of the Carpatho/Pannonian lithospheric blocks. According paleomagnetic data the last CCW block rotations ceased
in the western part of Western Carpathians in the Middle Badenian, while the last rotations in the eastern part of the Western
Carpathians were recorded at Sarmathian (Orlický, 1996). In
conditions of thermal crustal extension back – arc basins has
been formed (Pannonian basin, Danube basin). Crustal stretching due to astenosphere heat was accomodated by extensional
normal faulting (Tari et al., 1992, Horváth and Cloething, 1996).
Sarmathian - Pannonian (11,5–5,3 Ma)
Active front of orogene has already removed far from Western Carpathians area. NE-SW compresion gradualy inverted to
NW-SE pure extension. Former tectonic regime has survived
within these conditions. NE-SW normal faults played dominant
role as sedimentation controlling structures. Carpathian lithospheric block propagated to the east. Due to the collision with
East European Platform movement to the east stopped cca 9 Ma
ago. This collision produced E-W compressional event (Decker
and Pereson, 1996), which affected even such distal terranes as
Western Carpathians. E-W normal faults has been reactivated
within this stress period and controlled formaion of E-W trending morphostructures – horsts and depressions. Due to steepening of subducing oceanic plate (Royden et al. 1982, Doglioni
et al., 1991) and related roll-back effect, E-W extension was induced in the Carpathian realm. Numerous N-S faults developed
and were reactivated as normal ones within this youngest ten-
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sional event. These faults are the most frequent and conspicuous brittle features within the recent architecture of the Western
Carpathians.

Plio – recent (5,3–0 Ma)
The Pliocene period is typical by modest lacustrine sedimentation. Important regional tectonic stresses, generated by subduction/collision of large lithospheric plates ceased. Carpathian
loop was already done including Pieniny Klippen Belt structure. There are structural records within Western Carpathians
and Pannonian area, that cca N-S (NNW-SSE) compression affected orogen during the end of this period (Csontos et al., 1991,
Hók et al., 1995) and continues up till recent as earthquakes focal mechanism analysis of seizmogenic faults.
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